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Book review
Mental Health and Politics in Northern Ireland. By Pauline Prior (pp 194.£32.50) Avebury, Ashgate
Publishing, Aldershot. 1993. ISBN 1 85628 540 5.
Commonly, whenchattingwithvisitors to NorthernIreland, or,whenatmeetingsabroad, oneisasked
". . . and how does the situation in Northern Ireland affect people's mental health?" One generally
responds that it is a remarkable testimony to the human spirit that despite the trauma experienced
by individuals, there is little hard evidence of adverse effects on the population generally. One will
alsorefertopublications byAlex Lyons, PeterCurran andhisgroup, andofcoursetheworkofFraser,
Cairns and Wilson, and others. Until now however, no-one has attempted to cover the whole gamut
of relationships between mental health and politics in Northern Ireland.
The author of this study has scanned the range of available government records, and some of the
research, from before the foundation of Northern Ireland, up to the present. She attempts to provide
an overview ofthe changes in service provision, and gives an opinion on how these were related to
and affected by the particular political developments of the day. Later she addresses the available
research on the direct impact of 'the troubles' on individuals, and describes from case notes the
histories of half a dozen patients whom she regards as illustrative, though not representative, of
psychiatric patients during the period.
The result is very critical in tone, and while there are occasional acknowledgements of innovative
developments, and credit given to a fewwho worked within the service, there is a general impression
thatthosewhoestablishedthispolitical entity, andthevariousauthoritieswhohaveheldresponsibility
for mental health care over the years, have little ofwhich to be proud. At times this finds expression
in some remarkable phrases, as when the term 'legitimate target' (used in Northern Ireland by
terrorists tojustify certain murders) is applied to those who receive, or do not receive, mental health
care from the service (p 1 15). One certainly would not come to the end of this book and know that
training in psychiatry and the development of some specialist services is much more advanced in
the North than in the Republic, or in Wales. The higher per capita spending in Northern Ireland until
recent times gets little credit, and the advantages for hospital and community care ofthe integration
of Health and Social Services in Northern Ireland, are not fully appreciated. The view to the future is
similarly gloomy because it is informed largely by expenditure projections, rather than by close
acquaintance with the service at the point of delivery.
There is a temptation in Northern Ireland toattribute such a partial and censoriouscritiquetothe local
political propensities of the author. It is my own impression that the work has failed to reach its full
potential because of the author's view of society generally. Instead of seeing a particular service in
its proper historical context, or comparing a service in Northern Ireland with like services in the rest
of the island, or similar areas elsewhere, and giving an objective assessment, she usually moves
immediately to a critique whose justification is not well founded. A crowning example is the claim
that the expansion and contraction ofmental health service provision has had little to do with need.
She seems to base much of this judgement on a crude bed count, which she rightly rejects as
inadequate when used by others.
The greatest value of the book, and it is expensive for its size, lies in the extensive referencing and
the bibliography. It is a very useful starting point for anyone wishing ready access to the literature,
though again I note an absence ofreference to Northern Ireland-based advances inthe understanding
of mental illness and mental health generally, as distinct from 'troubles-based' literature.
Sadly then, the author has chosen an important area ofstudy, but has produced a text which will be
useful for reference to the interesting facts and figures it brings together, rather than for the
perspicacity of the conclusions drawn.
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